T HE W HITGIFTIAN A SSOCIATION
In time for Christmas!

Specially Selected by Whitgiftians for Whitgiftians, their Friends & Families

The Whitgiftian Association Claret
This delicious 2009 Oak Matured Claret from the Maison Sichel vineyard in
Bordeaux has been specially selected by the WA at the remarkably good price of
£125 per dozen, delivered to your door.
Drink now - or lay down for future years
Treat yourself and others to this delicious Chateau-bottled
Claret, ready for immediate drinking or a perfect
investment for your future enjoyment.

An Excellent Vintage
2009-10 were excellent years for Bordeaux wines, unlike the
following three years when the weather did not favour good
harvests in the region. Consequently, experts are predicting
a shortage of fine claret for some years to come. This WA
Maison Sichel is for drinking now and will most likely
improve with laying down.

Selected by OWs for OWs...
This wine, blind tasted by a panel of Old Whitgiftians and
the School earlier
this year, emerged as the clear winner from the six first-class
clarets supplied by Ellis of Richmond, although by no
means the most expensive!

Outstanding Value
During the tasting, price was not a consideration and, in
fact, the Maison Sichel represents outstanding value for
money. Only available to selected clubs and institutions, it
would cost considerably more than £10.50 a bottle in the High Street - and, remember, if you order
in dozens, that includes delivery to your door!*

Order now in time for Christmas
With its enticing aroma, silky-smooth flavour and delicious after taste, this specially labelled WA
Maison Sichel, exclusive to Old Whitgiftians, will give great pleasure to you and your guests as the
perfect accompaniment to family occasions over the forthcoming festivities. Order NOW on our
website www.whitgiftianassociation.co.uk or by using the order form below.
* not applicable outside the UK where special delivery charges may apply. Please call 020 8633 9926 for further information.

Order Form

I would like to order
cases of the
enclose a cheque for £............. Please deliver to the following address:

at £125 per dozen. I

NAME ............................................................................................................. EMAIL ....................................................................................
ADDRESS* .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

.......................................

address on the reverse.
YEARS AT WHITGIFT ............................................................. SIGNATURE .............................................................................................

Please complete and return to:

.

